Introduction
Photochemical removal of ozone in the stratosphere is controlled by reactions of hydrogen, halogen, nitrogen and oxygen radicals [WMO, 1985] . In the lower (17-20 krn), mid-latitude (30-60 ø N) stratosphere, halogen-catalyzed removal of ozone constituted about 1/3 of the total photochemical removal rate in the Spring of 1993 [Wennberg et 65øN, 147øW) and Bangor, ME (45 ø N,69øW). We include in the analysis AASE-II data from seven flights that did not sample polar vortex-like air and that had similar latitude coverage to that of the SPADE flights. Polar air masses are excluded by eliminating flights for which [N20] < 180 ppb.
[CIO] is measured using resonance fluorescence detection of CI atoms at 118.9 nm, generated by chemical conversion of ambient C10 to CI by NO addition, with an accuracy of 30 -35 % (2cr) [Brune et to base this analysis on measurements, the factor of 0.7 (+35%) is introduced that brings the inferred value into better agreement with the measurements. The correction is applied to the AASE-II data as well.
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